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dat.bangertdrowns2004

Description

Results from 48 studies on the effectiveness of school-based writing-to-learn interventions on academic achievement.

Usage
dat.bangertdrowns2004

Format

A data frame; for documentation, see dat.bangertdrowns2004 in Wolfgang Viechtbauer’s R package metafor.

Details

This reproduced dataset and its documentation are credited to Wolfgang Viechtbauer and his metafor package (2010). Please see his package for details.

Source


References


Examples

## not run:
dat.bangertdrowns2004

# Extracting the effect sizes and sampling variances:
effect <- dat.bangertdrowns2004$yi
v <- dat.bangertdrowns2004$vi

# The weight-function model with no mean model:
weightfunct(effect, v)

# The weight-function model with a mean model:
weightfunct(effect, v, mods=~dat.bangertdrowns2004$info)

## End(not run)

dat.gatb

### Studies of the Predictive Validity of the General Ability Subscale of the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB)

Description

Results from 755 studies on the General Aptitude Test Battery’s predictive validity of job performance (General Ability subscale).

Usage

dat.gatb

Format

A data frame containing the following columns:

- z  Fisher’s z-transformed correlation coefficients
- v  corresponding sampling variance

Details

The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) is designed to measure nine cognitive, perceptual, and psychomotor skills thought relevant to the prediction of job performance. From 1947 to 1993, a total of 755 studies were completed in order to assess the validity of the GATB and its nine scales, and the GATB has been found to be a moderately valid predictor of job performance. This dataset consists of validity coefficients for the General Ability scale of the GATB.
Source


References


Examples

```r
## Not run:
dat.gatb
effect <- dat.gatb$z
v <- dat.gatb$v
weightfunct(effect, v)

## End(Not run)
```

---

**print.weightfunct**

**Print Model Results**

**Description**

This function allows you to print the model results.

**Usage**

```r
## S3 method for class 'weightfunct'
print(x, ...)
```
Arguments

x  an object of class weightfunct

... other arguments

Examples

## not run:
print.weightfunct(weightfunct(d,v))

## End(Not run)

shiny_weightr  Start weightr in Shiny

Description

This function allows you to launch the Shiny application locally.

Usage

shiny_weightr()

Examples

## Not run:
library(shiny)
library(shinyBS)
shiny_weightr()

## End(Not run)

weightfunct  Estimate the Vevea and Hedges (1995) Weight-Function Model

Description

This function allows the user to estimate the Vevea and Hedges (1995) weight-function model for publication bias.

Usage

weightfunct(effect, v, steps = c(0.025, 1), mods = NULL, weights = NULL, 
fe = FALSE, table = FALSE, pval = NULL)
Arguments

- `effect` a vector of meta-analytic effect sizes.
- `v` a vector of meta-analytic sampling variances; needs to match up with the vector of effects, such that the first element in the vector of effect sizes goes with the first element in the vector of sampling variances, and so on.
- `steps` a vector of p-value cutpoints. The default only distinguishes between significant and non-significant effects (p < 0.05).
- `mods` defaults to NULL. A formula specifying the linear model.
- `weights` defaults to FALSE. A vector of prespecified weights for p-value cutpoints to estimate the Vevea and Woods (2005) model.
- `fe` defaults to FALSE. Indicates whether to estimate a fixed-effects model.
- `table` defaults to FALSE. Indicates whether to print a table of the p-value intervals specified and the number of effect sizes per interval.
- `pval` defaults to NULL. A vector containing observed p-values for the corresponding effect sizes. If not provided, p-values are calculated.

Details

This function allows meta-analysts to estimate both the weight-function model for publication bias that was originally published in Vevea and Hedges (1995) and the modified version presented in Vevea and Woods (2005). Users can estimate both of these models with and without predictors and in random-effects or fixed-effects situations.

The Vevea and Hedges (1995) weight-function model is a tool for modeling publication bias using weighted distribution theory. The model first estimates an unadjusted fixed-, random-, or mixed-effects model, where the observed effect sizes are assumed to be normally distributed as a function of predictors. This unadjusted model is no different from the traditional meta-analytic model. Next, the Vevea and Hedges (1995) weight-function model estimates an adjusted model that includes not only the original mean model, fixed-, random-, or mixed-effects, but a series of weights for any pre-specified p-value intervals of interest. This produces mean, variance component, and covariate estimates adjusted for publication bias, as well as weights that reflect the likelihood of observing effect sizes in each specified interval.

It is important to remember that the weight for each estimated p-value interval must be interpreted relative to the first interval, the weight for which is fixed to 1 so that the model is identified. In other words, a weight of 2 for an interval indicates that effect sizes in that p-value interval are about twice as likely to be observed as those in the first interval. Finally, it is also important to remember that the model uses p-value cutpoints corresponding to one-tailed p-values. This allows flexibility in the selection function, which does not have to be symmetric for effects in the opposite direction; a two-tailed p-value of 0.05 can therefore be represented as p < .025 or p > .975.

After both the unadjusted and adjusted meta-analytic models are estimated, a likelihood-ratio test compares the two. The degrees of freedom for this test are equal to the number of weights being estimated. If the likelihood-ratio test is significant, this indicates that the adjusted model is a better fit for the data, and that publication bias may be a concern.

To estimate a large number of weights for p-value intervals, the Vevea and Hedges (1995) model works best with large meta-analytic datasets. It may have trouble converging and yield unreliable parameter estimates if researchers, for instance, specify a p-value interval that contains no observed
effect sizes. However, meta-analysts with small datasets are still likely to be interested in assessing publication bias, and need tools for doing so. Vevea and Woods (2005) attempted to solve this problem by adapting the Vevea and Hedges (1995) model to estimate fewer parameters. The meta-analyst can specify p-value cutpoints, as before, and specify corresponding fixed weights for those cutpoints. Then the model is estimated. For the adjusted model, only the variance component and mean model parameters are estimated, and they are adjusted relative to the fixed weights. For example, weights of 1 for each p-value interval specified describes a situation where there is absolutely no publication bias, in which the adjusted estimates are identical to the unadjusted estimates. By specifying weights that depart from 1 over various p-value intervals, meta-analysts can examine how various one-tailed or two-tailed selection patterns would alter their effect size estimates. If changing the pattern of weights drastically changes the estimated mean, this is evidence that the data may be vulnerable to publication bias.

For more information, consult the papers listed in the References section here. Also, feel free to email the maintainer of weightr at kcoburn@ucmerced.edu. The authors are currently at work on a detailed package tutorial, which we hope to publish soon.

Value

The function returns a list containing the following components: output_unadj, output_adj, steps, mods, weights, fe, table, effect, v, npred, nsteps, p, XX, removed.

The results of the unadjusted and adjusted models are returned by selecting the first ([1]) and second ([2]) elements of the list, respectively. The parameters can be obtained by [1]$par or [2]$par. The order of parameters is as follows: variance component, mean or linear coefficients, and weights. (Note that if weights are specified using the Vevea and Woods (2005) model, no standard errors, p-values, z-values, or confidence intervals are provided for the adjusted model, as these are no longer meaningful. Also note that the variance component is not reported for fixed-effects models.)

unadj_est the unadjusted model estimates
adj_est the adjusted model estimates
steps the specified p-value cutpoints
mods the linear model formula, if one is specified
weights the vector of weights for the Vevea and Woods (2005) model, if specified
fe indicates whether or not a fixed-effects model was estimated
table indicates whether a sample size table was produced
effect the vector of effect sizes
v the vector of sampling variances
npred the number of predictors included; 0 represents an intercept-only model
nsteps the number of p-value cutpoints
p a vector of p-values for the observed effect sizes
XX the model matrix; the first column of ones represents the intercept, and any other columns correspond to moderators
removed effect sizes with missing data are removed by listwise deletion; any removed are provided here. Defaults to NULL.
References


Examples

## not run:
# uses the default p-value cutpoints of 0.05 and 1:

weightfunct(effect, v)

# Estimating a fixed-effects model, again with the default cutpoints:

weightfunct(effect, v, fe=TRUE)

# Specifying cutpoints:

weightfunct(effect, v, steps=c(0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.50, 1.00))

# Including a linear model, where moderators are denoted as 'mod1' and mod2:

weightfunct(effect, v, mods=~mod1+mod2)

# Specifying cutpoints and weights to estimate Vevea and Woods (2005):

weightfunct(effect, v, steps=c(0.01, 0.05, 0.50, 1.00), weights=c(1, .9, .7, .5))

# Specifying cutpoints and weights while including a linear model:

weightfunct(effect, v, mods=~mod1+mod2, steps=c(0.05, 0.10, 0.50, 1.00), weights=c(1, .9, .8, .5))

## End(not run)
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